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PRODUCT
CATALOG

Candle Family
Candle Family is the producer of natural wax, 
scented and odorless candles, home fragrance 
and car scents. We started our activity in spring 
2017 in Lithuania. We pour every candle with 
our own hands with a lofty mood and great love 
for the products we create. 

We select scents and production materials 
slowly and thoroughly, and our collections are 
created with the help of professional product 
designers. We are here to create cosiness in 
our customer home, at the same time basing 
our activity on a slogan WE LIVE COZY.



DISTRIBUTOR
We are looking for distributors in their country/region  to 
help us expand the reach of our products. We offer great 
terms for  reliable partner to help reach more customers.

PRIVATE LABEL
Seeking private label customers for quality products.
Offering personalised printing/engraving and stamping 
with your own brand. As well as competitive pricing, fast 
shipping, small MOQ, and exceptional customer service. 
Let’s create a long-term partnership together!

WHOLESALER
Seeking businesses interested in bulk orders. We are
offering discounts for large quantities. Fill your shelfs 
with various CF products and offer wider range of quality 
products for your customers. Contact us now to learn 
more.

CUSTOMISATION
We provide services to create and customize new and 
existing products according to your needs. Our team is 
dedicated to delivering high-quality products that meet 
your individual requirements. With our expertise, you can 
create a unique product that stands out from the crowd.

SAMPLE KITS
To help you pick favorite scented product. We offer 
sample kits of all our fragrances that we use, free of 
charge.

PARTNERSHIP

BECAME A 
PARTNER
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HOME
COLLECTION



Our Scented Square Palm Wax Candle is the perfect addition to your home. The candles come in 6 beautiful 
colors, and will fill your home with a delightful aroma.

SQUARE SCENTED NATURAL WAX CANDLES

SCENTED
NATURAL
WAX CANDLES

SQUARE
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SQUARE SCENTED NATURAL WAX CANDLES

www.candlefamily.eu

SQUARE

Bergamot, Hemp,
Cedar

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Grapefruits, Oranges,
Roses

Sandalwood, Almonds,
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White
Patchouli

Orange, Eucalyptus,
Sandalwood

PVZIN10

PVZNI10

PVZPR10

PVZSE10

PVZAL10

PVZVE10

INSPIRE

NICHE

PRECIOUS

SENSO

ALLURE

VELVET

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

The palm wax ensures a long-lasting burn, and each candle 
is made with high-quality ingredients. Our candles are sure to 
make your home a cozy and inviting place to be. Shop with 
us today and enjoy the warmth and comfort of our Scented 
Square Palm Wax Candle.

Powered by French Fragrance



SCENTED
NATURAL
WAX CANDLES

ROUND

The candles are cast from a special wax and at the right temperature, 
giving the surface of the candle an exceptional “frost” structure.

ROUND SCENTED NATURAL WAX CANDLES
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ROUND
For this collection we produce six candles of different scents 
and 2 different sizes. Natural wax, scented handmade candles 
supplemented with scented oils. The amount of scented oils in 
the candles and the natural wax allow the aroma to spread for a 
very long time, not only when lit, but also when standing indoors.

Bergamot, Hemp,
Cedar

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Grapefruits, Oranges,
Roses

Sandalwood, Almonds,
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White
Patchouli

Orange, Eucalyptus,
Sandalwood

PMBEI10

PMBEN10

PMBEP10

PMBES10

PMBEA10

PMBEV10

PMBEI12

PMBEN12

PMBEP12

PMBES12

PMBEA12

PMBEV12

INSPIRE

NICHE

PRECIOUS

SENSO

ALLURE

VELVET

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

36 h

43 h

43 h

43 h

43 h

43 h

43 h

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

12 cm

12 cm

12 cm

12 cm

12 cm

12 cm

ROUND SCENTED NATURAL WAX CANDLES
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KING SIZE CANDLES

KING SIZE 
CANDLES

New line of big interior candles are perfect for adding coziness for home or terrace. These candles come 
in a wide variety of sizes, shapes, and colors, providing a unique and sophisticated feel to any room. With 
these candles, customers can add an extra touch of elegance to their home  interior, making them truly 
stand out. From contemporary to classic, these candles can help to create any desired ambiance.
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KING SIZE CANDLES

IZBA14 14 cm

IZBA22 21 cm

IZBA30 29 cm

IZBA37 37 cm

IZPA14 14 cm

IZPA22 21 cm

IZPA30 29 cm

IZPA37 37 cm

IZRA14 14 cm

IZRA22 21 cm

IZRA30 29 cm

IZRA37 37 cm

IZJA14 14 cm

IZJA22 21 cm

IZJA30 29 cm

IZJA37 37 cm

IZMRA14 14 cm

IZMRA22 21 cm

IZMR30 29 cm

IZMRA37 37 cm

IZBK14 14 cm

IZBK22 21 cm

IZBK30 29 cm

IZBK37 37 cm

IZPK14 14 cm

IZPK22 21 cm

IZPK30 29 cm

IZPK37 37 cm

IZRK14 14 cm

IZRK22 21 cm

IZRK30 29 cm

IZRK37 37 cm

IZJK14 14 cm

IZJK22 21 cm

IZJK30 29 cm

IZJK37 37 cm

IZMRK14 14 cm

IZMRK22 21 cm

IZMRK30 29 cm

IZMRK37 37 cm

ROUND
odorless

ROUND
odorless

ROUND
odorless

ROUND
odorless

ROUND
odorless

SQUARE
odorless

SQUARE
odorless

SQUARE
odorless

SQUARE
odorless

SQUARE
odorless

WhiteGrey

Brown

Black

Honey 
Brown
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CONCRETE STRUCTURE WAX CANDLES

CONCRETE 
STRUCTURE
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CONCRETE STRUCTURE WAX CANDLES

IZBEK14 14 cm

IZBEK22 21 cm

IZBEK30 29 cm

IZBEK37 37 cm

IZBEA14 14 cm

IZBEA22 21 cm

IZBEA30 29 cm

IZBEA37 37 cm

SQUARE
odorless

ROUND
odorless

Concrete looking candles are the perfect solution for 
adding a unique touch to any room. Made from concrete, 
these minimalist candles are long lasting and provide 
plenty of light and ambiance.
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SCENTED SOY 
WAX CANDLES

Natural wax candles from our company are made with the 
finest ingredients for a luxurious scent that will fill any home 
or office with a warm and inviting atmosphere. The packaging 
is also luxurious and stylish, making it an elegant addition to 
any store. Our team of experts is dedicated to creating and 
customising products that meet your individual needs, ensuring 
that you can have a unique product that stands out from the 
crowd.

SCENTED SOY WAX CANDLES

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRE

NICHE

SENSO

ALLURE

PRECIOS

VELVET

SBEIN

SBENI

SBESE

SBEAL

SBEPR

SBEVE

25 h

12 cm
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SCENTED SOY
WAX CANDLES
IN JAR

SCENTED SOY WAX CANDLES IN JAR

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRE

NICHE

SENSO

ALLURE

PRECIOS VELVET

RGLBEIN

RGLBENI

RGLBESE

RGLBEAL

RGLBEPR RGLBEVE

This scented soy wax candle is a luxurious and elegant addition to any home. It comes in a beautiful package with a stylish 
design. The wax is naturally derived from soybeans, so it is a clean and renewable source of energy. The candle produces a 
pleasing scent that can fill any room. It burns slowly and evenly, providing a long-lasting and enjoyable experience. The label 
is attractive and eye-catching, giving the candle a luxurious look. The packaging is also designed to be reusable, making it 
a great gift option. With its natural wax and attractive packaging, this candle is the perfect addition to any home.
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SCENTED SOY 
WAX CANDLES
IN TIN JAR

SCENTED SOY WAX CANDLES IN TIN JAR

Our soy wax candles come in a stylish and 
sophisticated rose gold tin. These candles are 
made of soy wax and are infused with a delicate 
scent that’s perfect for any occasion. The sleek 
rose gold tin will look beautiful in any room and 
will add a touch of elegance to decor.

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRE

NICHE

SENSO

ALLURE

PRECIOS VELVET

RGBEIN

RGBENI

RGBESE

RGBEAL

RGBEPR RGBEVE
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GIFT
SETS

This set is an easy and stylish way to add a 
pleasant scent to any home. The non-toxic soy 
wax candle comes in a beautiful rose gold tin, 
and has an estimated burning time of up to 30 
hours. Meanwhile, the home scent with sticks 
offer a continuous scent, creating a luxurious 
ambiance. Whether it’s for a special occasion 
or just to enjoy the aroma every day, this 100ml 
home scent and candle set is the perfect choice.

This set of wooden wick soy wax candle in 
black glass and 50ml home fragrance is sure 
to create a luxurious atmosphere in any home.  
The candle each feature a unique design with 
a beautiful wooden wick that produces a soft, 
calming light as it burns while this luxurious 
home fragrance comes in a 50ml bottle, and 
it perfectly fills any room with perfect aroma.  
This set makes a great gift and is perfect 
for adding a romantic ambiance to special 
occasions.

GIFT SETS

Fragrance notes: Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Fragrance notes: Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

SET NO. BC1

SET NO. BC2

GSBC1

GSBC2
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SPRAY
SCENTS 

Our spray scents are made with quality ingredients, so you can be sure 
that you’ll be able to enjoy the aroma for longer.

The long-lasting fragrance will keep your home or office smelling fresh and 
inviting for hours. With six different scents to choose from, you can experience 
a variety of delightful smells.

SPRAY SCENTS

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRE

NICHE

SENSO

ALLURE

PRECIOS

VELVET

SPFIN200

SPFNI200

SPFSE200

SPFAL200

SPFPR200

SPFVE200

200 ml
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HUMIDITIFIER & 
ESSENTIAL OILS

Good quality essential oils are derived from a plant source such as flowers, 
leaves, bark, roots, or fruit. They are highly concentrated and provide a strong 
aroma with therapeutic benefits.

ESSENTIAL OILS

HUMIDITIFIER & ESSENTIAL OILS

This ceramic humidifier is designed with safety in mind, featuring an automatic shut-off when the tank is 
empty. Not only does this protect the device from damage, but it also allows for peace of mind. In addition, 
the humidifier runs quietly, so it won’t disturb your sleep or daily activities. With its easy-to-use features, this 
ceramic humidifier is the perfect solution for improving home air quality.

Essential oil

Essential oil

Essential oil

Essential oil

Essential oil
ORANGE

GRAPEFRUITS

TEA THREE OIL

PINE NEEDLE OIL

EUCALYPTUS
ESOOR

ESOGR

ESOTH

ESOPI

ESOEU

HUMIDITIFIER

10 ml
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HUMIDITIFIER &
ESSENTIAL OIL SET

SCENTED PALM 
WAX CANDLES SET

The humidifier and essential oil set is 
designed to be easy to operate and use. 
The ultrasonic vibration technology ensures 
that mist is dispersed quickly and evenly 
throughout the room or car.

Our gift set of 3 palm wax 
candles offers a delightful scent 
that will create a calming and 
inviting atmosphere. Each 
candle is expertly crafted from 
natural wax, and designed 
to burn for extended periods. 
Enjoy a tranquil ambience and 
mesmerizing light with these 
exquisite candles.

THREE PALM
WAX CANDLES

HUMIDITIFIER AND ESSENTIAL OIL SET

Humiditifier with 
esssential oil

Humiditifier with
esssential oil

Humiditifier with
esssential oil

Humiditifier with 
esssential oil

Humiditifier with 
esssential oil

ORANGE

GRAPEFRUITS

TEA THREE OIL

PINE NEEDLE OIL

EUCALYPTUS

DROR

DRGR

DRAR

DRPS

DREU

GSBC3

10 ml

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Sandalwood,
Almonds, Coffee

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRESENSOVELVET
PVZIN10PVZSE10PVZVE10

36 h

10 cm
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Our essential oil bath salts are a luxurious addition to bathing experience. Infused with natural essential oils, they provide 
a unique combination of aromatherapy. Add a handful of these bath salts to your bath to enjoy the soothing, calming 
effects of natural aromatherapy.  The perfect way to relax and unwind after a long day.

BATH SALTS  

BATH
SALTS   

With peppermint and rosemary essential oils

With grapefruit and bergamot essential oils

With lavender and eucalyptus essential oils

GET YOUR STRENGTH BACK

GOOD MOOD

FOR A PEACEFUL SLEEP

VDAJ

VDGN

AZLK
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HOME SCENTS

HOME 
SCENTS

Our fragrances are made from the finest quality ingredients and are designed to last for a few months. We offer 
a variety of scents to choose from, so you can find the perfect scents that meet your business expectations.  
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HOME SCENTS

This reed diffuser is an ideal choice for adding a pleasant, 
long-lasting scent to any room. It is oil-based and has a 
capacity of 50 ml, making it an efficient and effective choice. 
This diffuser can provide a subtle and soothing scent for 
extended periods of time, which makes it perfect for any 
living space. It is easy to use, simply insert the reeds into the 
oil-filled container and the scent will be released into the air. 
This diffuser can be used to provide a pleasant and calming 
atmosphere to any home. It is a long-lasting way to keep 
your space smelling refreshed and inviting. Whether you’re 
looking for a subtle scent or a bolder aroma, this reed diffuser 
is the perfect choice.

Bergamot, Hemp, 
Ceder

Red Grapes, Apples,
Ambergris

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

INSPIRE

NICHE

SENSO

ALLURE

PRECIOS VELVET

KVBEIN5

KVBENI5

KVBESE5

KVBEAL5

KVBEPR5 KVBEVE5

50 ml
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CAR
COLLECTION



Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey 
Suckle

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, 
Almonds, Coffee

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, 
Tangerines

Grapefruits, 
Oranges, Roses

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

DREAMS VELVETSENSO

CHARMS PRECIOS EVENING

AZBEVE AZBECHAZBESE

AZBEDR AZBEPR AZBEEV

CAR FRESHENER IN OAK

CAR FRESHENER 
IN OAK

The Oak Car Freshener is an excellent choice for people who want to maintain a pleasant-
smelling car. The car freshener adds a refreshing scent to a car while giving it a unique 
design. Its beautiful packaging makes it a great gift for anyone who loves cars. It is easy to 
use and install, and its long-lasting aroma will make a car smell great for a long time.
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This car freshener does not require hanging and 
comes in a black color. Its unique design and 
beautiful packaging make it the perfect gift for any 
car enthusiast.  It’s easy to install and will provide a 
car with a long-lasting, refreshing scent.

Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey 
Suckle

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, 
Almonds, Coffee

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, 
Tangerines

Grapefruits, 
Oranges, Roses

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

DREAMS VELVETSENSO

CHARMS PRECIOS EVENING

CFBRDR CFBRPRCFBRSE

CFBRVE CFBRCH CFBREV

CAR FRESHENER & REFILLS

CAR FRESHENER
& REFILLS

RECTANGLE

Refills for car fresheners are available and can be purchased 
separately. They come in a variety of scents and and can be 
easily installed with minimal effort.

REFILLS
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Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey 
Suckle

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, 
Almonds, Coffee

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, 
Tangerines

Grapefruits, 
Oranges, Roses

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

DREAMS VELVETSENSO CHARMS PRECIOS EVENING
CFBRDR CFBOVECFBOSE CFBOCH CFBOPR CFBOEV

CAR FRESHENER
& REFILLS

ROUND

CAR FRESHENER & REFILLS

Refills for car fresheners are available and can be purchased 
separately. They come in a variety of scents and and can be 
easily installed with minimal effort.

REFILLS
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HANGING CAR 
FRESHENERS

HANGING CAR FRESHENERS

Hanging car air fresheners are a simple and convenient way to keep your 
car smelling pleasant. With a variety of scents, you can find one that suits 
your taste. They are easy to install, making them a great choice for those 
who want to keep their car smelling fresh. Hanging car air fresheners are 
an affordable and easy way to keep your car smelling great.

Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey Suckle

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, Tangerines

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

DREAMS

VELVET

SENSO

CHARMS

PRECIOS

EVENING

PKDR

PKVE

PKSE

PKCHA

PKPR

PKEV
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This car freshener set is incredibly easy to use 
and will leave a car smelling amazing.  The 
wooden card adds a unique touch to a car, 
making it stand out from the rest.  The spray 
scent is a pleasant, subtle aroma that will not 
overpower the interior of a car. This is the 
perfect way to give a car a quick and easy 
refresh.

The wooden card car freshener is easy to use and comes in a variety of scents that can 
help to create a pleasant atmosphere in a car.  It is easy to install and can be moved 
from one location to another in the car if desired. Additionally, it is long-lasting and can 
help to reduce the odors from pets, smoking, and other sources. The wooden card car 
freshener is a great way to keep a car smelling fresh and clean for weeks.

CAR FRESHENER SET (SPRAYER + OAK CARD)

CAR FRESH-
ENER & SET

Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey 
Suckle

Orange Blossoms, 
Lemon, Honey 
Suckle

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, 
Almonds, Coffee

Sandalwood, 
Almonds, Coffee

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, 
Tangerines

Pomegranates, 
Grapefruits, 
Tangerines

Grapefruits, 
Oranges, Roses

Grapefruits, 
Oranges, Roses

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

Cinaon, Agarwood, 
Tropical wood

DREAMS

DREAMS

VELVET

VELVET

SENSO

SENSO

CHARMS

CHARMS

PRECIOS

PRECIOS

EVENING

EVENING

AZPDR

ARKPVE

AZPVE

ARKPVCH

AZPSE

ARKPSE

AZPCH

ARKPDR

AZPPR

ARKPPR

AZPEV

ARKPEV

SET

CAR FRESHENER

50 ml Last up 30 days

Last up 30 days
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SPRAY
FRAGRANCE

SPRAY FRAGRANCE

Bergamot, Hemp,
Ceder

Orange, Eucalyptus, 
Sandalwood

Sandalwood, Almonds, 
Coffee

Red Grapes, Apples, 
Ambergris

Grapefruits, Oranges, 
Roses

Neroli, Sage, White 
Patchouli

INSPIRE

VELVET

SENSO

NICHE

PRECIOS

ALLURE

SPFIN100

SPFVE100

SPFSE100

SPFNI100

SPFPR100

SPFAL100

A pleasant, fresh scent fills the car, creating a calming atmosphere. It has light floral 
and citrus notes, with a hint of woody earthiness. The spray is easy to use and quickly 
refreshes any space. It’s perfect for a relaxing evening, a refreshing morning, or any 
time you want to create a soothing atmosphere. With every use, the car is filled with 
a calming, yet invigorating aroma.

With this car spray, you 
can always have a tranquil 
environment to enjoy.

This car spray comes in six 
different scents, each one 
designed to create its own 
unique atmosphere. 

100 ml
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AUTO CLEANER AND AUTO BRUSH

Car cleaner is a high-quality product designed to keep your car’s interior looking its best. It 
is easy to use and has a pleasant greipfruit scent. The cleaner is sprayed onto all surfaces, 
including hard to reach spots, and then wiped off with a microfiber cloth.

AUTO ALL SUR-
FACE CLEANER

Grapefruits Frahrance

AUC250

AUTO ALL
SURFACE CLEANER

250 ml

www.candlefamily.euPowered by French Fragrance

It leaves no streaks and 
helps to remove dirt and 
debris that may have 
settled in the crevices 
of the car. It is effective, 
long-lasting, and provides 
an impeccable finish.



AUTO CLEANER 
AND BRUSH

AUTO CLEANER AND AUTO BRUSH

The scented greipfruit car cleaner and dust brush set is the perfect 
choice for keeping car’s interior looking and smelling great. The cleaner 
is designed to remove dirt and debris while also leaving a pleasant scent 
behind. The dust brush is crafted from high quality materials, making 
it tough and durable, and is perfect for reaching into tight spaces to 
remove dust. This powerful combination will keep your car clean and 
dust-free, and will also leave a refreshing scent in its wake. The cleaner 
is easy to use and works quickly, while the dust brush is comfortable to 
use and small enough to fit into any nook or cranny.  Together, this set 
is a must-have for car owners who want to keep their vehicle looking 
and smelling like new.

100 ml Grapefruits Frahrance
RREFCH
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AUTO CLEANER AND AUTO FRAGRANCE

AUTO CLEANER 
AND AUTO
FRAGRANCE

This car spray scent and cleaner set is the perfect solution 
for maintaining a spotless and pleasant smelling vehicle.  
The compact size of this set also means it is easy to 
store and always be prepared for a quick cleaning.  
This scet is great way to keep a car smelling great and 
looking spotless.

Grapefruits 
Frahrance

Orange, Eucalyptus,
Sandalwood

AUC250

GSBC5

AUC250

SENSUM

VELVET

250 ml

100 ml
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AUTO CLEANER AND 
AUTO FRAGRANCE
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